VisioLight

to see with different eyes.

VisioLight:
high picture quality – easy operation
When your eyesight begins to fail and your
glasses are not enough, reading becomes a
tremendous challenge. Introducing VisioLight,
an electronic magnification system that
connects to an existing monitor to provide you
with reading independence. To use, simply
place the printed material or photo underneath
the VisioLight camera and see a digital,
magnified image appear on the monitor, in full
colour or in a choice of contrasting colours. Size
and presentation can be adjusted to suit your
needs. With only 3 buttons, using VisioLight is
very quick and easy to use.
Visit us at www.visiobraille.de
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Desktop magnifier with high-resolution
camera in widescreen format; up to
400 % more pixels than standard format
60 Hz refresh rate
Easy to use – Only 3 buttons
Magnification range of approx. 2,8 to 60
times
Presentation: full-colour, black on white,
white on black and yellow on blue
Stylish aluminum look and spacesaving design

VisioLight

VisioLight:
Less is more!

Part of the Visio family of magnification products,
VisioLight is one of the lightest and smallest
desktop magnifying cameras available on the
market. With only 3 buttons, using VisioLight
is truly easy to use. VisioLight features a highresolution camera that will provide you with a
crisp and clear image in all magnification ranges.
Upon request, we can supply a 22” widescreen
monitor in 16:9 format with energy-saving LED
backlight technology.
In addition to standard full-colour presentation,
VisioLight also offers enhanced contrast false
colour combinations, including: black on white,
white on black and yellow on blue. Thanks to the
automatic image optimizing function VisioLight
always offers an optimal image quality.

Enjoy reading again without complex technology!

Technical specifications
Magnification range:
■■ approx. 2,8 to 60 times magnification
Image:
Full-colour, 3 artificial colours in enhanced
contrast (black on white, white on black,
yellow on blue)

■■

Space-saving design fits all environments.

Settings:
Automatic image optimizing function,
autofocus

■■

Monitor:
Full-colour, 22“ (54,6 cm) widescreen,
16:9

■■

Voltage:
■■ 100 - 240 V AC 50 - 60 Hz 1.7 A max.

VisioBraille GmbH
Oßmaritzer Straße 4c
D-07745 Jena

phone.: 03641 - 2816-400
fax.:
03641 - 2816-416

VisioLight can be attached to a monitor.

e-mail:
web:

info@visiobraille.de
www.visiobraille.de
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Size and weight:
20 x 40 x 38.5 cm (7.9 x 15.7 x 15.2 in.)
appr. 4 kg (8.8 lbs.)
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